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Staff Writer
Forty-eight of the 55 General
Student Senate seats for
1984-85 were filled Thursday in
campus-wide elections at UMO
and Bangor Community
College.
The 12 members of this year's
Senior Council were also elected
in Thursday's vote.
The closest races of the day
took place in Hart and Knox
halls, where both elections were
contested.
"At Hart l already have two
complaints, and though there
may be complaints filed in the
Knox race I don't have
(them)," Bradford Payne, Fair
Election Practices Committee
(see SENATE page 3)
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Marydale Abernathy , a senior art major, said at least people are becomimg
aware of the problem. "Other students
aren't aware of how important our work
is; things have been stolen during our art
shows and although we have a temporary
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place to work in the library, we must
work around the construction on the
third floor," she said.
"We are paying for an education, and
"
we simply need a place to work,
Abernathy said.
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The clay tennis courts behind
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Peter P. Dufour said the clay
courts were too expensive to maintain and they required five times
the maintenance ot asphalt courts.
"Every spring, we had to put
the
about 40 man-hours into
courts to replace the clay which
eroded with the thaw.

The courts also required extensive maintenance on a daily
basis," Dufour said.
He said the clay has been pur- .
chased in Ness Hampshire and
must be trucked to Orono, which
added to the expense.
Dufour said the courts were last
reconditioned in the spring of 1983
but they were not maintained during the following summer and have
not bern touched since.
Ross Moriarty, director of
Residential Life, said the physical
plant offered the courts to
(see COURTS page 2)
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Smoke detector sensitivity to wind has
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been the cause of recent false fire
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The Maine Campus has a new
weekly feature, called the Greek
Beat. It will focus on issues and
concerns of UMO's fraternities
and sororities. If you would like to
contribute something, contact E.J.
Vongher of Tau Epsilon Phi. Just
about every house is holding rush
right now. Rush is the time when
the houses invite prospective
pledges down to get to know them
better. If you're interested in a particular house or just want a
telephone reference, clip the
following house phone list.
Keep in mind, the life blood of
Greek life is new members. Don't
hesitate to go to a rush dinner or
to just shoot the breeze with a couple of guys.

Oz. cans
6-12 oz. bottles

$1.09
& tax/dep

$4.99 & tax/dep
ep
$3.49 & tax/d

The organizational fair proved
for
to be a fund raising success
many Greeks.
benefit
to
5100
raised
Alpha Phi
the Cardiac Care Unit at Eastern
Maine Medical Center. The sisters
in
also played Alpha Omicron Pi
the ATO mudbowl after the UM0URI football game.
Delta Delta Delta sold hot
chocolate at the fair. The Tri-Dells
will put the proceeds toward a 52.50
scholarship they give to a UMO
woman every year.
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
painted faces at the fair and look
forward to playing in the Fiji mudbowl on Oct. 6. Chi Omega sorority has chosen a new philanthropy
for this year. It's called the Christie
Lynn Memorial fund. Monevicon
tributed to the fund is used to provide things like new eyeglasses,
operations or summer camp tuitions for needy children.
Tau Epsilon Phi will hold their
first annual bikeathon on Sunday,
October 7. The bikeathon will
benefit the St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital. Anyone interested in this worthwhile cause
should contact Rick Kimball, the
bikeathon chairman, at 5814156.
Watch for the Greek Beat every
week to keep up on all the fraternity and sorority action!

(continued from page II

the
last year, but the money was not in
courts to Residential Life when they
to the
budget. She said she would talk
could not afford the maintenance
issue
the
new complex council about
"As far as I know, the plan is to hardStodder Complex Council President
top it for a tennis court. It's up to Barb
Ed Morrison said he didn't think
and
r
Smith, Stodder Complex directo
another hardtop tennis court was
the complex OGEE,' Moriarty said.
needed.
Smith said grounds and maintenance
"I've never heard of people having to
r
Comif
Stodde
Life
tial
asked Residen
wait too long to play tennis," Morplex was interested in doing anything
rison said.
with the courts. They also said imMorrison also said he liked the
provements would have to be paid for
volleyball idea, but thought a grass court
through the complex council budget.
would be safer.
Intramural Activities Director Dave
Dufour said a volleyball court or two
Ames said there are enough tennis courts
looked
be
could
coons
hardtop tennis
available and the money would be betinto.
ter spent on lights for the existing courts.
Smith said alternatives were looked at
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Gromyko blasts Reagan,U.S.foreig
UNITED NATIONS (AP)—Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko of the Saviet
Union delivered a stinging public retort
Thursday to President Reagan's conciliatory overtures, calling for "concrete
deeds rather than verbal assurances"
from the White House.
a
He said U.S. policymakers "have
great deal to do if they want their
words...to be trusted."
Gromyko, who is to meet with Reagan
d
at the White House on Friday, devote
the
most of his 75-minute speech before
to
ly
United Nations General Assemb
an
sharp attacks on "absurd" Americ
policies increasing the threat of war.
imfor
open
However, he left the door
proved relations.
it is
"The Soviet Union believes
verprecisely concrete deeds rather than
iznormal
to
lead
can
bal assurances that
the
ing the situation in our relations with
wanU.S. The U.S.S.R. will not be found
an
Americ
every
an,
ting. Every Americ
Soviet
family should know that the

with
Union wants peace and only peace
n
the U.S.' the 75-year-old foreig
minister said.
He spoke in Russian and the Soviet
U.N. Mission issued a 20-page English
translation. As Gromyko spoke, the
speech was simultaneously translated into the U.Ms five working languages—
English, French, Chinese, Spanish and
Arabic.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz,
the
who listened impassively from
the
second-row bank of seats assigned to
hall
U.S. delegation, said as he left the
.
speech
the
that he did not like
Mr.
"It is sad and disappointing that
r
Gromyko should give us anothe
distormisrepresentation of history and
role
ctive
constru
tion of the peaceful and
alof the United States in foreign
-MR," Shultz said.
"I can only say, as the president did
try
on Monday, that we will try and
again to bring about more constructive

relations with the Soviet Union in the interest of world peace."
Shultz, who conferred with Gromyko
for three hours here Wednesday, did not
applaud at the end of the speech—just
's
as Gromyko refrained after Reagan
conciliatory address to the same forum
d
avoide
Reagan
,
Monday. In his speech
n and
all direct criticism of the Kremli
tancalled for a "new climate of unders
with
ding" arid "concrete negotiations"
the Russians.
Gromyko generally reviewed known
Kremlin positions, and did not react
directly to such specific Reagan proposals as regular U.S.-Soviet Cabinetlevel meetings.
He did say that "no attempt to
substitute modifications in form for the
substance of a policy and for the need
to move away from militarism toward a
policy of peace can be meaningful. This
is just like a vessel with nothing in-

"Clearly it was a tough speech,"
said a senior U.S. official, speaking on
condition he not be identified. The official indicated the harsh tone of
Gromyko's speech would not alter
Reagan's resolveto begin Mew negotia
tions with the Soviet Union.

side."
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of letters from ads placed in
what
publication, we haw not yet received
state.
iour
is needed from
If you haw • final letter - send it too.
changNOW! Of course, all names will be
iality
ed, coin unlisted. and your confident
protected!
low letWell pay you 55.00 for each fowl
this bone; no
ter of yours published
fun.
tad.
happy,
nutter how loog short.
no or Parte
wits
Please briefly describe why the letter
written and the romance ended.
te and
Rensernber. this is totally legitima
lour name and city woret be used.
letter's)
Hurry and unmediately send your
or copies with return address to: GOODLondon.
BYE FOREVER. P.O. Boo 801,
Kentucky 40741
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Burden of ownership
remose
that because thes plow the.drisewass anti
the the trash of the four privately -owned houses
have the right to issue parking tickets on misate

The'L'auwesity of Mate at Orono has once
-srito-,,--- miere for --iwiming =tradi,...
apun Mmieed
There are IA houses in the Greek system at
UN10, of these 14. four own their own proper'
• The lawn contralicuon from the universits-rseS '
they cMssifs the properly those houses. occupy
.he .own of
All 14 houses pay. ,wope-ty
Orono, That the- fosir-ssh.s.-ii
these taxes is onls ingica.. ali propery owners pay.
1•15* pas taxes. Thai the bouses.- loaded on i.011,
propertY taxes ti absurd Taxts are a burden of
ownership.
• Reotrals, the universns announxd that fraterruts
• members will 3=4 to Purzhase,parking decals or
receive tickets for parking at their houses.
cluding Those :hat C.11 rnetr77-r.Ten
I: seems that .7er .orrie to mones going
..es .leen :hose on
proper) taxis. I.
prove ;.srcipers
uruversny mopecorrimg in, park—
r•
.
Whettit comes
even those
17,
ing stickers and •zortioaderez: •
that are legaDS
usuversit housing
The untversits Maims that the larc on which 10
of the fraterruts houses are located is not rented or
leased, but that they simpls alk', the fraterinties
to use'n. Hoivever. would the university be so willing to "permit - the fraternities tO use that property if zhe had to pas the taxis? Probabls not,
With the laziese_fistst_to this_already :wistai.siaua
non, the universny 'has announced pohmes that
isolate evers principie of private pnovi‘ity. To insist

gerasrao

•

property is absurd.
If the fraternities wish to prent the unisekity
from..slowls- eliminating -them from university life. .
which if not there stated objectise will surds bc
the result of their policies, there are seeral actions
thes.-aalist take.
tievon urrisersity property-----First. iTiO-se
TD the unisersits that are no;
m,o. make ::
tatei on university
7c
yperty
.
.
7a.
,7!"
7a77
`n:,-Lild force the unisersits to
- a' 7 777V.. , taxes wept unfortunate
burden -of t .7 ri'ship and that as the properts
owners :.ne. •.n ,-o.cld be paying them:As tar as the 7
parking suckers go these houses Will hair to grin
and bear 'tt. The are...after all, on unisersny
;".eoperty.
Second, the houses that own their own property.
demonstrate-to
to
possible
-should thke e%.en, step
:he universits that they are prisate property and
thus not subject to its parkihmeguations. If this
means contracting with local business for snow and
:rash removal so that :he universits ;an no longer
point to these things and call them unisersits hous-ing then thaiTis what they should do. As for the
taxes. :he own the properts. the base to pas
them.
If the fraternities do not hold the line tor rather
push n back a littlei :here will be no limit to what
:he unisersits will try het.

1
Stephen R. .11acklin
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Politicking
Politicking Must be a fun business
you're in the winning column but,
if sou're getting. your head kicked in it
fo
fun.
m ua'cchhes
heart
t be
Ni)
ca n'
poor Mr. Mondale
How -.an he keep his'self-e:eteern in the
negatise
reports? I can
the
all
of
midst
jusrimagine what it's like when he goes
home_at.oight.."H: Honey. how was your daYr"
,'How do sou think it was? The Russiank • base gisen up on me and all the
the public is
newspapers know
haugiting at me. and Mr. Reagan doesn't
:nen k-now I'm alike."
"Now. now. Entzi...ttungs.will get bet.
ter. Just sou wait and see
"Don't lie You know it's not goiag to
get better and I know it isn't. I'm go*
,
.
_to get_creamoi"Here, hese a Life Saver candy."
"Real funny Joan-"
"Less than JO calories..."
"Sure. just call me fat! I don't need
this. Rernemb_e_r when I said. 'where's the
beef? against Gary? I was good then
Let's face it. l'se lost it
"Now, now. dear. Hens could K.LI lose
something you neet had?"
"I don't believe this. My own wife is
turning against me."
. "I'm not turning against sou."
"The roof is going to fall in soon. I
can just feel it. Reagan's just ignoring Inc
now but if he err noticesype and
decides to get nasts, l'rn.finished. What
it he brings up my years with Garter?"
"Don't worrs dear. eversone knows
sou didn't do anything then."
what I nerd to
le,
-F.i!
heat
' that's just
"People don't blame you for letting a
little countrs hold us under its thumb for
more than a year."
"That's what I'm courging on, loan.
Neer underestimate the stupidity of the
.American soter!'
berthing will be fine. just you wait
and see'
"Do you think I'll win in November?"
"No7
"Must sou always be so honest?"
7That's what makes our marriage sit
special:*
"I got the latest pcs11 results today!"
"And"
. "rm trailing bs more than 20 points"'
"See? I told you things would get better.- You'll be down to 15 points before
you know it?'
"That's comforting. Geraldine says we
Can win this thing but you know how
strong-headed women can be She's been
a heap of trouble for me so far:*
"But think of all the soles she'll get
when

•

Arid think of all the sotes she'll cost
we were four
years

me, Aa
reg,
..,...,..
ebetter off than

-Damn. But that'll change if Reagan
is allowed back into the White House
The deficit will crush U5 economically."
"Should I paint a sign saying. 'The
c:onom) ends tomorrow'?"
"It might help, Joan. It sure couldn't
hurt.
'ill

il7r:
Cef.t., at Susie
Maine a'
at the L rt,enr)
Put:IA.4 `,:am
lik..nes,(yr..
441.-rntinir CYrirc
hme number, Edna?
,,e-nsar4 an sta,...--rpucc
Deportnert. 54,1-:14 •,
menngr, Elawortt. Maant

\''.4

work on it tomorrow."
"A heckler called me a boob-faced.
hoogerhead."
"Politicking is rough Hones. come to

e.tember
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Name the Yale school
:
sc 91es
Klondike
Kat's
Members of th nemisis2
c
M
Squad"
eern ia,y
v at 001

22.
23.
24.
2526.

lane: MC'd"
CWohnon .ectiCut Avenue
value

inhMonopoly?
13.wycoohit!onead-EcisBtrRoute
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pancakes did
12. How many Sambo
te Black
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13. Who was get on base
14. Six ways to
without a ha?
star and its
15. The nearest
distance?
to .
person
16. The first Medicare care
recieve a
The .
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score
17. The finalYard?
longest
last
Reagan's
18. Ronald
movie?
the first
19. Sponsor ol
commercial? head of the
the
20. Who was
Rornulans?
Thursday on
21. What was alMickeY
the or
Mouse Club?

What two sports ban lett
handers?
_Lucy Ricardo's maiden
name?
On Dragnet, Joe Friday's
.
highest rank?
Liberace's theme song?
According to Lewis
Terman's it). chart. what
range constitutes being a
moron?
The woman James Bond
married?
The first day of the 21st
century?
The two gangs in West
Side Story?
On I Love Lucy. little
Ricky's babysitter?
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Who wrote'The
Mari?
What songs did the Ed
Beatles sing on the
Sullivan Show? and
Boris
40. Where are
Natasia from?
when did
41. Where andoriginate?
the K.K.K.
title of
42. The original
movie
the Beatles
"Help'"?
Clint
Name of character in
43 Eastwood's
Bad and
The Good, the
the ugly?
the
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44, The name
shadow'?
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45. Road
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PETER SERKUN
A prep school tale:
too much, too soon

S:00
%lcttttt rial

meeting the expectations of others, to
looking for the approval of those people with minds closed to the extent of
his own. Having adopted the norms
of so many others, he will, perhaps
forever, neglect his own self, and will
never be fully and intimately aware of
Michael Shack.
My chosen course permitted access
to a wider, more
divergent outlook.
I and my close
friends viewed the
that
things
Michael selected,
and then viewed
the things that
Michael never considered. And we
came to know
Michael's realm of
thought intimately
because we were
subject, during
our school years
together, to the
rules and regulations for life that
such thought produces, imposes
and seeks to enforce And having
gained an intimate
awareness of those
restrictions and
impositions, we
stepped aside and
chose to live with
things entirely different: our own
be"efs, our ov.,n
standards, and our
own open-minded
sense of right and wrong. We chose
to think for ourselves.
I applauded for Michael when he
stepped up to receive his diploma. I
watched the faculty and administraors smiling proudly at hav- •
ing turned out another "scholar,"
another upstanding citizen. They
didn't applaud nearly as loudly for

I and my close
friends viewed the
things that Michael
selected, and then
viewed the things
that Michael never
considered. And we
came to know
Michael's realm of
thought intimately
because we were
subject, during our
school years
together, to the
rules and regulations for life that
such thought produces, imposes and
seeks to enforce.

e.

T liked Michael, and I'm sure I still
'would if we met again. I haven't
any idea what he's doing now, but I
suspect he's successful at it.
I'm sure Michael is always polite,
considerate, sincere, and unfairly
judgemental. He was trained to view
life with a confined, formally
educated, "intellectual" mind, and
I know he will never let that go. He
was convinced of too much too early
and I can't imagine him even looking
back at me now.
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T t was graduation day in early June,
Iperhaps 90 degrees and sticky with
the moisture of an early morning
rain. The auditorium was filled with
proud parents and their excited
children, all anxious for the
ceremonies to end, marking the finale
of four long years of high school.
It was Michael Shack who received most of the top
scholastic awards
and I watched him
waiting eagerly to
his
receive
diploma along
with those few
others who were
graduating with
distinction.
I had known
Michael for the
duration of our
stay at the school.
We had, at one
point, been quite
close, But that was
long before I had
fallen- in with far
less disciplined
studious
and
friends. As a
result, Michael
and I had lost our
earlier intimacy.
He pursued his
academics with a
zest, always maintaining an ambition to succeed in
world of
the
politics once done
with his formal
schooling. And I
had pursued a more leisurely, lazy, I
believe more fun, school routine, acquainting myself frequently with the
disciplinary committee and the dean
of students.
Michael came to frown on my
chosen course for school life, and
judged it childish, unproductive and
without merit.
Perhaps he was, and is, sure of his
own convictions, but those things that
convinced him were just the things
that separated us. He was convinced
that conformity leads to success, that
obeying the rules and guidelines of
others, without questioning them, will
bring admiration and respect, will
create harmony and happiness. I
believe his convictions. attained too
early in his life, left him biased,
narrow-minded and intolerant of
many things in a diverse world.
His concern with such a limited
portion of life confined him to

\\
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Used Typewriter Sale
Attention Students 1

Here is your chance to buy a used electronic typewriter
at an UNBELIEVABLE PRICE,
SALE STARTS-MONDAY for two days in the FFA Room,
Memorial Union. Call Alpha Business Systems, at
945-3111, for details

Have You Seen the Salad Bar
at Miller's Restaurant?
o nit ly

sS

$8.95

NGOUS!

°
UM
'

More than ZOO Hot & Cold Dishes
plus Standing Steamship Round of Beef
every evening!

ALL YOU CAN EAT ...
INCLUDING DESSERT

mum avalwar

••
•••
••
••
0

-12- \lam

••-•••••••••••••.••••1
6.4-11•44-64.6•••••••••••-••••••

The Newman Center
presents

Journey --in -Faith
...an opportunity to learn, share, worship- to
journey together -to a deeper understanding of
the Roman Catholic faith. The program, which
will consist of monthly gatherings, is designed
for people who are interested in becoming
Catholics or desire to strengthen their Catholic I
faith.
For more information, call and/or register at
The Newman Center before October 7.
866-2155.

"They don't
fifty years old,"
sadly. "The effec
been much better
looked old and
"I think they
Jeremy shot hac
swarthy face was
ly against the wi
ting to grotesqui
a deep scowl. '
well-preserved."
Kevin eyed
carefully, notict
firmly gripping
until the knuckl
"Maybe we
stayed in NI
remarked. Jerei
ignore him.
The bus cruis
partially-filled
neatly divided
strips of grast
where occas
located a picni
all very neat
Kevin remarki
Sort of like
park or playgi
"Be sure
cameras," th
behind him
boisterous
Kevin turned
as he could i
beheld a tall, •
man sportink
handlebar in
denim jeans, ;
shirt and a
--- looking Pent;
with a zoom
"Are you
photographe
ed, noddin
camera strai
man's neck.
The man
and offered
smile.
"Just e
everyone e
rather loudl
"I am
Jeremy said
He stuffed
pocket can
thrice-patcl
and jam
underneath
hesitated b
same.

GHOSTS
by Eric Wickland

T

he tour bus was unusually quiet, save for
the incessant droning
of the half-hearted air conditioner
and a few low-toned conversations between bored passengers. Otherw
ise, most of the occupants were either engrossed in paperb
ack novels or staring silently
out their windows at the passing Bavari
an countryside.
"We're
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almost there," Jeremy half-whispered
to his companion, a ,tall, lean,
fair-haired man in his early
twenties. "I can just see the fences
through the
trees."
Kevin leaned over towards the
window and studied the landscapethoug
htfully
through wire-rimmed bifocals that
magnified the intensity of his blue eyes.
The
corners of his thin mouth were turned
slightly downwards in a frown. When
the
fences came into full view—running
alongside the autobahn in perfect
German
precision—that frown deepened.
"They don't look forty or
The bus coasted tea stop in
came out more like a hoarse
fifty years old," he remarked
a section pretty much
cackle.
sadly. "The effect would have
dominated by tour buses, and
"This place wasn't meant to
been much better if everything
everyone filed out obediently
look pretty," Jeremy growled
looked old and time-worn."
into the humid Bavarian sumback. "ti's a hateful place—
"I think they look old,"
met. They grouped around
you're supposed to loathe net
Jeremy shot back. His thin,
their tour guide like bees
setting
foot here. That's why
swarthy face was pressed tightaround a hive and listened enthe German government
ly against the window, distorthusiastically as basic instrucworks
so hard to take care of
ting to grotesque proportions
tions and guidelines were exthis place."
a deep scowl. "They're just
plainest and entrance passes
"Son of like a monument to
well-preserved."
were handed out. The session
disaster, then."
Kevin eyed his friend
ended with the polite cornJeremy stared straight
carefully, noticing the hands
mand to be back at the bus
ahead, seemingly trying to
structure made of stained
firmly gripping the armrests
within two hours so that
peer around the corner of the
wood and stone "It stood
until the knuckles were white,
everyone could enjoy a small
barracks, beyond which lay
alone, confronting the open
"Maybe we should have
picnic before boarding the bus
the huge courtyard, the center
courtyard while turning its
stayed in Munich," he
and moving on. Then
of the -camp. Everyone sr-as
back on a large, empty field
remarked. Jeremy seemed to
everyone drifted off towards
heading in that direction. He
that had once hosted the
ignore him,
the entrance gate.
and Kevin joined the flow of
prisoners
' barracks. This was
The bus cruised into a large,
"We should have stayed in
tourists, a veritable river of
the chapel. To its right a small,
partially-filled parking lot
Munich," Kevin remarked
color and sound flowing
tree-lined
stream invaded the
neatly divided into sections by
again. Jeremy's only response
through a valley of drab
otherwise dismal confines of
strips of grass and hedges,
was a sullen shake of the head,
silence
the
camp.
A wooden bridge
where occasionally was
He led the way to the gate,
"It's too bad that this place
spanned the stream, leading
located a picnic table. It was
presented his pass to a
doesn't have any ghosts,"
way to a small collection of
all very neat and colorful,
disinterested attendant, then
Kevin said. He was still abcabins constructed mainly of
Kevin remarked to himself,
walked through and into the
sorbed in the intricacy and the
seasoned
wood and resting
Sort of like an amusement
camp.
Kevin
followed
solidity of the main fence.
beneath a grove of shade trees,
park or playground.
obediently.
"Maybe then the people would
And
before
them stretched
"Be sure to bring your
They were in the camp.
walk through this place with a
the courtyard; a vast empcameras," the man sitting
Dachau concentration
little respect."
tiness filled with significance,
behind him said in a
camp.
Jeremy looked at his friend.
open to light but reeking of
boisterous English voice.
Now Kevin started to feel a
For a brief instant, his face
darkness
. A wide gravel
Kevin turned around as much
bit uneasy especially down in
melted into a sad, somewhat
walkway stretched down its
as he could in the seat, and
the depths of his empty
mournful smile that touched
center,
from
the central part of
beheld a tall, well-built young
stomacli. He gazed silently
his usually emotionless gray
the U to the chapel. On each
man sporting an impressive
about him, like an astronaut
eyes.
side of the walkway lay long,
handlebar mustache, faded
suddenly deposited onto an
"But there are ghosts
rectangular, wood-bordered
denim jeans, a bright red Izod
alien planet deep in space. The
here." he replied softly to
stretches
of chopped gravel
shirt and a very expensivedry dirt path beneath his
himself. No one else heard
slightly larger than the gravel
looking Pentax 35mm camera
sneakered feet extended all the
him.
used
on
foot-paths. Before
the
with a zoom lens,
way from the massive barbed
Then they turned the corner
each plot was situated a small,
"Are you a professional
wire fences on his right to the
of the barracks, and the entire
similarly-bordered square of
photographer?" Kevin asklow, white-washed concrete
camp lay spread out before
grass, occupied by a solitary
ed. nodding towards the
barracks on his left. He lookthem. To their left—they had
tree
and a polished and framcamera strapped around the
ed about in quiet desperation
taken a left in rounding the
ed plaque raised off of the
man's neck,
for a simple patch of grass or
corner of the barracks—a
ground
to eye-level.
The man shook his head
stand of trees to provide some
series of simple concrete huts,
"Nazi
functionalism,"
and offered in return a smug
color to the otherwise brown,
long, rectangular and containKevin murmured bitterly.
smile,
black, gray and white setting,
tog very few windows and
"Everyth
ing in its place and
"Just a tourist—like
but nothing substantial could
doors, formed a U to round
nothing out of synch or
everyone else:' he replied
be seen. The fence system,
one end of the camp. On the
without a specific purpose."
rather loudly,
several layers thick and well
far side WM located a number
A young, shapely brunette
"I am not a tourist,"
supported with concrete
of smaller, equally colorless
wearing cut-offs and a
Jeremy said under his breath,
towers and solid wood
huts interspersed with the
decidedly-tight, red-striped tHe stuffed his own Kodak
crossbeams, effectively shieldskeletal frames of several sets
shirt drifted up nest to Jeremy
pocket camera into an old,
ed out much of what lay
of gallows, standing at strict
and
snapped several quick
thrice-patched blue rucksack
outside,
attention underneath an inphotographs of the scene
and jammed it down
"I don't particularly care for
timidating gray-blue sky. To
before them. She then turned
underneath his seat. Kevin
the interior decorating around
the right and far down at the
towards him with a polite but
hesitated briefly, then did the
here," Kevin commented,
other end of the camp lay an
confused
smile balanced on
same.
trying to sound humorous. It
oddly-shaped, many-angled
her deeply-tanned face.

"Excuse me," she incpsjoS.,
sweetly, "but what are those
things out there? They look
like huge sandboxes filled with
rocks."
Kevin felt like laughing and
throwing up at the same time.
"They're graves," Jeremy
'answered simply, emotionlessly.
The brunette still look confused. Jeremy didn't take
notice. He wasn't even looking
at her.
"That's where all the
prisoner's who died here or on
their way here were buried,"
Kevin offered. "The Nazis
found mass graves appealtog.'
The brunette mumbled
something resembling a 'thank
you,' then wandered off
rather quickly and noticeably
paler than she had been
minutes before.
"It's an impressive display," Jeremy said. His eyes
had wandered past the open
yard to the stream and grove
of trees on the fax side. "I
wonder why they kept the trees
over there."
"Maybe to hide the
buildings."
Jeremy smile grimly, His
eyes were cold.
"It'll attract the tourists,"
he said. "Then they'll find out
just what is in those buildings,
and those trees and that river
won't look pretty any more."
Kevin glanced across the
yard momentarily. then looked away. He knew that those
buildings contained the ovens.
He suddenly felt very sick.
continued on page 6
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Ellen Severenee takes a
break behind the bar during one of the few quiet
moments to be had on a
Thursday night. At far
right, the as Oronoka as
seen at night. !Hawkins
photos)

In Pursuit of Trivia
(or A Night at the 'Noka)
by Frank Harding

T

he bar is quiet. The few early arrivals speak
lowly into their beer glasses and watch the
MTV on IAC wide screen in the corner. The
volume is 'set- One lcw in deference to the few late
diners near the fireplace at the other end of the long
room. As a heavy-set man stands and turns to the buffet yet again, one of the bar patrons jokes,"And there's
another kid in China going to bed hungry tonight."
Tht table responds with laughter as they watch the man
pile - lices of roast beef on his plate.
Ellen appears behind the bar and gives it a cursory
check to make sure all is ready for what promises to
be a long night. Unlike almost any other bar, all is not
is perfect order—the whiskeys on the left, thentiA,
then vodkas liquers in the back, and so on, all arranged
so night after night the bartender can make a blind grab
ton memorized area and find the Canadian V.O. each
time. Not Sc here. Bottles are arranged according to
where they were last replaced and it's not unusual to
find open tw•ci or even three bottles of the same brand.
Glasses line the bar in random groupings and there are
at least three limes in various stages of being sliced lying next to a small bowl of salt on a cutting board next
to the cash register. But this state of freeform
disorganization doesn't seem to interfere with efficiently serving the customers, and everyone agrees that it
gives the place a huge dose of chalacter.
Apparently .atisfied that the bar is sufficiently
readied to survive tonight's expected crowd, Eller ducks
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back into the kitchen. She soon reappears in the
restaurant area carrying a birthday cake adorned with
a personal greeting to the recipient. Jackie trails her
with a Poloroid camera and encourages the people at
the table to gather around the celebrant and smile. The
party laughs as the cake is cut and they watch the photo
develope. The group in the bar giggles as they watch
Mr. Roast Beef serve himself- a doubie-slice.
As time passes, the restaurant crowd thins out and
more people enter the bar. The noise level rises as beer
loosens tongues . and conversations grow more
animated. When a young man in leather pants and a
white tank top turns up the TV's volume during a
Public Image Ltd. video, it becomes quite clear that
the bar crowd now controls the room. The group grows
edgy as it gets later. They've come to play trivia and
the questions are supposed to be posted by 10 p.m. Of
course, everyone knows Ellen traditionally misses the
deadline, but it's just as traditional for the anxious
patrons to bitch when she does. "Where are the questions'?" they pester Jackie who is running the bar.
"She's in the kitchen writing them out," is the standard reply.
Trivia veterans—who know better than to expect to
see the questions before about 10:30—begin to appear.
They wander around but seem to gather near the end
of the bar, without a table but near the board where
the questions will soon be posted. Other late arrivals
file in and, seeing all the tables near the bar filled, take

seats in the recently vacated booths in the restaurant.
Bad move—they' are sadly out of position. When the
questions are posted, the rest of the players will pack
around the board before these late-corners can even
react; they'll be left standing on tiptoe, vainly trying
to read the questions in dim light over the shoulders
of a throng packed three and four deep. Finally, the
questions appear. Jackie slips out of the kitchen with
five sheets of notebook paper in hand and is almost
to the board before anyone notices. The veterans at the
end of the bar have seen her corning. While everyone
has been watching for Ellen, they have kept their eyes
on Jackie and the other employees; the veterens know
Ellen almost never posts the questions herself. They
capture the most strategic postions and one runs off
to answer an easy question just as the crowd closes in
around the board.
And the race is on.

I

n order to understand Trivia Night, one should first
have a fair understanding of the Oronoka itself. Its
a combination bar/restaurant/motel; a huge place with
a banquet room and another room downstairs where,
if rumors can be believed, Dottie Love, the best "exotic" dancer in all of Eastern Maine, has entertained at some now legendary bachelor parties. The
--restaurant is famous for its all-you-can-eat-and-carryhome-too buffets and the bar is equally well known
for its reasonable prices and spread of free snacks. The
Oronoka will even send someone to pick you up and
drive you home, especially if you're in no condition to
drive. The place has so much character that if it were
located in a big city restaurant critics would discover
it and within the year there would be about a dozen
inferior imitations.
"It isn't like other bars." Ellen said. She should
know. Ellen Severance has been working full-time at
the Oronoka since she graduated from Husson 051lege in 1957. She runs the bar now, seven nights a week,
though she occasionally takes time off when business
slows down in the summer. She wears a smile and a
pair of restaurant whites to work every day, and for
Oronoka regulars, it must be hard to imagine her any
other way.
Ellen invented Trivia Night in January 1974. It was
a slow night since most students were home for
Christmas break and the cold had kept many local
customers away. It was a quiet night, there being no
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than not she'll surprise you with the answer. Indeed,
after things slow down on Trivia Night, one of the
favorite pastimesseems to be "Stump Ellen." People
gather around the bar to ask her the names of Spock's
parents (Sarek and Amanda) or the title of Clint
Eastwood's first spaghetti western ("A Fistful of
Dollars").
When asked to name her all-time favorite trivia question, she says without hesitation, "What sport was
played at the Rose Bowl before football?" When
met with puzzled, silent stares, she smiles and gives her
standard hint: "Everyone's probably seen it before and
they do it on a special weekend at UMO." More
silence, then a few guesses: badminton, horse racing,
polo, tiddlywinks. Ellen smiles again and gleefully says,
"Chariot Racing." Her smile is wider than ever
when people say, "No, you're kidding."
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continued from page 3

"And people will go over
there and take photographs to
show to. their children and
neighbors back home."
Jeremy was saying, not caring
if anyone was listening but
himself. "Then the children
will race outside with innocent
smiles on their faces and
plastic toy guns clutched in
their pudgy hands, and they'll
play war until it is dinnertime."
Jeremy looked as if he were
in a trance, but Kevin detected
quite clearly the pain in his
voice. It was a pain caused not
by connecting history lessons
with places visited, but by
recalling stories told by
relatives who had lived that
history.
They headed towards the
first barracks, past huge concrete platforms where speeches
had once been held and where
prisoners had sometimes been
hung, sometimes shot,
sometimes even beheaded.
Now the sun beat down mercilessly upon them, trying in
vain to penetrate them by
means of some disclosed crack
or chip. Two young children
were chasing each other
around one of the platforms,
laughing in a typically
reckless, typically juvenile
manner while one tried to tag
the other. Their mother leaned wearily against another
platform and fanned herself

with an opened travel
brochure.
Kevin headed for a doorway, but stopped short when
Jeremy laid a hand on his
shoulder.
"They tell you in there how
many prisoners died here, and
then they break it all down into different nationalities on
this full-color, electronic
map."
Kevin nodded in understanding, but Jeremy went on.
"A friend of mine visited
here two years ago, and he told
me just what to expect with
the displays in there. 1 don't
want to go in there."
It was the ghosts after all,
Kevin figured.
"I'd still like to take a
look," he said. "1 at least
want to know what's in
there."
Jeremy nodded in agreement, then turned and walked off towards the other end
of the barracks.
Kevin entered the darkened
room slowly, cautiously—as if
the Nazis were still in
there...waiting for him. And
they were: in Photographs,
scale models, diary excerpts
and carefully preserved instruments. The rooms were
quiet, with only an occasional
cough or murmur to disrupt
the macabre silence. People
moved slowly around each
display, taking in what was
presented, feeling something
form deep within the pit of
their stomachs that kept on
growing as they moved on.

And still there was no color. Everything was in black
and white.
Kevin left before he had
finished seeing all of the ex-hibits. He found the nearest
exit and departed hastily, like
someone fleeing a burning
house. His blue eye, had acquired a dulled, somewhat
uneasy look that not even the
bifocals could distort.
He fp:J[1d Jeremy standing
before a huge mass of blackpainted, twisted steel—
obviously designed by an artist with expressionistic
tendencies. It towered over
him , looking both grotesque
and yet also somewhat
soothing in these surroundings, for it held a mystique
within its welded rivets and
various angles that made it a
dominant feature over the
courtyard and its surrounding
structures. It didn't look out
of place. It looked like a composite of everything that this
camp had been preserved to
show.
Jeremy stood in front of it
and stared at it. His features
had grown tired, extending
from his slumped shoulders to
his bloodshot eyes, and an expression of sorrow dominated
his normally impassive face.
"You saw everything?"
Kevin nodded. He remembered the numbers on the
map, too.
"Would you like to see the
rest of the camp? How about
the mass graves, or the chapel,
or the ovens?"
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Kevin shook his head. He
looked questioningly at the
massive statue before them.
monument,"
a
"It's
Jeremy explained. "It. was
built by one of the survivors.
It representss the tortured
souls..." He trailed . off,
blinking away a brief hint of
a tear before it had any chance
to form in his eye.
"You have relatives here—
over there—don't you?"
Kevin asked softly.
"Remember the number
representing Yugoslavia?"
Kevin nodded. A very large
number.
"Six members of my grandfather's family are buried here,
somewhere out there in that
courtyard."
"I understand."
Jeremy turned towards him.
The sadness was still there, in
force.
"Perhaps," he said.
A family was posing for a
photograph in front of one of
the barracks.
"Is it better to remember,"
Kevin asked, waving an arm to
indicate the camp around
them, "or is it better to forget?"
"No one forgets."
"Then would it be better to
keep this camp as a reminder
of past mistakes, or should
they just tear this place down
and make like it never existed?"
"We need this camp,"
Jeremy began, looking calmly at the memorial and speaking in a low but firm VO1CP, "10

teach ourselves a lesson and to
educate those who will follow
us. With this to remind us,
chances are that what happened here will never happen
again."
Kevin nodded in agreement,
then fell silent.
"Let's get out of here,"
Jeremy finally said. "I've had
enough of all of this."
"We still have a couple of
hours," Kevin remarked,
"before the picnic"
Jeremy shrugged indifferently and headed for themii. Kevin followed him. He
wanted to see real colors again
and walk on fresh grass—even
if he really didn't have any
kind of appetite whatsoever
for a picnic
One thing was for certain,
though. He'd never forget.
"Let's go find a bar,"
Jeremy suggested, regaining
some of his old composure,. "I
need a drink."
"It won't help," Kevin
murmured. The ghosts would
still be there.
"It's about all we can do
now. We've come, we've seen
and we've understood—now
let's go return to our world on
the .outside and try to have
some fun."
Kevin wanted to turn and
look at the camp one more
time, but he convinced himself
not to. Simply put, he'd seen
enough, and so he and Jeremy
left.
Very few people ate
anything at the picnic later
that afternoon,
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ed. "Silver Horse" is pure filler while "Dream
Love" has grocery list type lyrics: "dream
love/dream universe/dream come true/dream
power/dream energy/dream eternity..." Yeah an' a
loaf of bread, milk, etc., coupled with pleasing but
rather aimless flute parts.
"I'm Moving On" with Eddie Money, "Nobody
Sees Me Like You Do" with Rosanne Cash,
"Dogtown" with Alternating Boxes, "Goodbye
Sadness" with Roberta Flack, and "Now Or
Never" with the Spirit Choir are tossed onto the
album without a hint of enthusiasim on any cut.
They run the gauntlet from Money's directionless
"rack n rail, man"to the equivalent of an out-take
from and "Up, Up With People" soundtrack
stopping occassionally to bruise styles like: technopop, limp soul, and country crossover.
Special note should be made of the debut performance by Ono and Lennon's son Sean Ono Lennon. Why a loving mother would allow her child
a
to engage in an embarrassingly silly rap over
Musical Youth type backing is beyond reasoning.
The only reasonsfor buying this album are: Harry
Nilsson's "Loneliness" with its harsh sould in(luence and impeccable backing vocals by Julia
Tillman, Carmen Twillie, and Maxine Willard. And
Elvis Costello and the Attractions with the T.K.O.
Horns' version of "Walking On Thin Ice."
Costello has been quoted as saying that Ono's "Thin
Ice" was the only single he bought the year of it's
virrelease The Attractions and Nilsson perform
tual miracles with otherwise limp material.

)rth

Comparisons to America's sound alike R.E.M.
will most likely dog the Church for the rest of their
career. Because of the rarity and high price of import albums(as the Church's first few releases were)
they did not have a
competitive edge
against the boys
Athens,
from
Georgia.
Singer/songwriter
Steven Kirby has
banked on the
wisdom of a (to the
States) domestic
release and Warner
Bros. covering the
bet has backed it with a strong campaign aimed at
colleges nationwide (long a stronghold of R.E.M.
fans). The implication being that R.E.M. followers
will shell out a few dollars to hear something of
similar marks.
While "Constant In Opal," "No Explanation," "10,000 Miles," "Into My Hands,"
"Volumes," and "Shadow Cabinet" certainly
could be R.E.M. cuts there are also some surprises.
"Violet Town" smacks of a romp through Pepperland via "Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds."
"...newspaper fades against the ground/five of us
pass through Violet Town/on its way through the
yellow fields/pass the graying fences..." and even
contains an orchestral sweep a la "I Heard the News
Today."
"A Month of Sundays" betrays an early period
David Bowie influence and "Maybe These Boys"
reeks of Lou Reed coolness.
"Remote Luxury" the instrumental that closes
the album is reminiscent of those soundtracks for
European "Intense Young Man" movies. All in
all vine la Church!
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Maine Campus Readership Survey
In order to get a better idea of
the needs of our readership, the
Maine Campus would appreciate
it if you the reader would take a
few minutes to fill out this survey
and drop it in the mail.
The last readership survey was
done in the fall of 1982. The
Maine Campus received hundreds
of responses and the results partly responsible for the sweeping
changes in the paper during the
last two years. Please tear this
page off, circle your answers and
mail the questionnaire to the
Maine Campus, 7A Lord Hall,
CAMPUS (on-campus mailings
are free).

8.(Persons who read the Campus
3 or 4 times a week and news articles 2 days a week or less.) Why
don't you read news articles more
often?
I. Don't have time.
2. Not interested.
9. How many days a week do you
read the editorials?
I. 4 days a week.
2. 3 days a week.
3. 2 days a week.
4. Less than 2 days a week.

16.(Persons whO rated the sports
fair or poor.) Why?
I. Need more close-ups.
2. More on intramurals.
3. Boring.
4. Needs more national
coverage.
5. More coverage of less
popular sports.
6. Repetitious.
7. Don't know.

24. How do you think the Campus is funded?
I. Don't know.
2. Advertising.
3. Student government.
4. The university.
5. University/advertising/student government.
6. Communications
fee/advertising.

25. How do you think The Cam17. Rate the quality of the pus should be funded?
I. Don't know.
photographs in the Campus
2. Don't know, but it should be
I. Excellent.
independent.
2. Very good.
10. (Persons who read the
3. Student government.
3. Good.
editorial pages 3 or 4 times a
4. The university.
4. Fair.
week.) Rate the editorials.
5. University/advertising/stu5. Poor.
I. Excellent.
dent government.
Very
good.
2.
the
Camread
you
Maine
L_Do
--1-8:-WaTthere any photo ta-the-- 6. Fundraisers.
3. Good.
pus? Yes/No
7. Communications
Campus this semester %Mich you
4. Fair%
fee/achrtising.
particularly remember?
5. Poor.
2. If no, why not?
I. Yes (If so what?)
1. Not interested.
26. Would you be willing to
2. No.
II. (Persons who read the Cam2. Don't have time.
subscribe to the Campus for a
3. Reporting too shallow; poor pus 3 or 4 as a week and read
19. Rate the quality of the writing fee?
the editorials 2 days a week or
journalism.
I. Yes.
less.) Why don't you read the in the Campus.
2. No.
I. Excellent.
3.(Readers only) How many days editorials more often?
Tell us what you like the
2. Very good.
I. bon't have time.
a week do you read the Maine
best and the least about
3. Good.
- 2. Not interested.
Campus?
the Daily Maine Campus
4. Fair.
3. Writers write about personal
I. 5 days a week.
5. Poor.
and the Maine Campus
interests.
2. 4 days a week.
Verbatim section:
3. 3 days a week.
qualithe
rated
who
(Persons
20.
12. (Persons who rated the
4. Less than 2 days a week.
poor.)
or
fair
writing
the
of
ty
editorials fair or poor.) Why?
. Why?
I. Don't tackle the issues.
4. (Persons who read the Maine
• 1. Grammar mistakes and or
2. Quality of writing is poor.
Campus less than two times a
3. Narrow, uninformed poor editing.
week.) Why don't you read the
..• 2. Biased reporting.
viewpoints.
Campus more often?
3. Repetitious on some issues.
4. Rehash same old things.
I. Don't have time.
4. Inconsistant.
5. Not enough on-campus
2. It's not available.
5. Boring.
issues.
3. Not interested.
6. Columns are written to stir
6. Too Shallow.
4. It's boring.
up trouble.
7. Ultraconservative,
7. Don't know.
8. Not interesting.
5. HON% often do you read articles
9. Don't know.
in the Campus which cover on21. Rate the appearance of the
campus and local news?
Campus.
1. 5 days a week. 113. How many days a week do you
I. Excellent.
2. 4 days a week.
pages.
sports
the
read
2. Very good.
3. 3 days a week.
week.
a
I.
days
5
3. Good.
4. Less than 2 days a week.
2. 4 days a week.
4. Fair.
3. 3 days a week.
5. Poor.
6.(Persons who read the news ar4. Less than 2 days a week.
ticles 4 or 5 days a week.) Rate the
news coverage.
22. (Persons who rated the apI. Excellent.
pearance of the Campus fair or
2. Very good.
poor.) Why?
14. (Persons who read the sports
3. Good.
I. Don't know.
pages 4 or 5 days a week.) Rate the
4. Fair.
2. Crooked lines.
sports pages.
5. Poor.
3. Not striking.
I. Excellent.
4. Front page should be more
2. Very good.
attractive.
7.(Persons who rated news fair or
3. Good.
poor.) Why?
4. Fair,
I. Don't know.
5. Poor.
23. What is your main source of
2. Not enough local news.
national and world news? (Alt
3. Writers write about personal
readers.)
interests.
I. Television.
IS. Persons who read the Campus
4. Biased reporting
2. Radio.
4 or 5 days a week and the sports
5. Too much news about facul3. Newspapers.
pages less than 2 days a week.)
ty; not enough about students.
4. Magazines.
Why don't you read the sports
6. Not technical enough.
5. Television and newspapers.
pages more often?
7. Writers don't pursue the
6. None.
I. Not interested.
issues.
7. Maine Campus
2. Don't have time.
8. News not current.
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Serve with excellence
and efficiency
To the editor:
As we begin a new academic year, I
would like to share with you the campus
e‘k thoughts about where we are and
a here we are going.
The most important people on this
campus are the students. I find them enthusiastic, determined, and willing to
work. Our campus goal is to provide the
finest undergraduate education available
at any New England land-grant institution. If you find us falling short, don't
hesitate to let us know. The president's
office is open twice a week to anyone
without an appointment.
There is an increasing proportion of
older students in oar midst. They are
sery important to us and can and do
contribute a great deal to this campus.
I hope you older students will feel
welcome.

There is not room here to record the
variety of steps that we have taken last
spring to further achieve these goals, but
there is still plenty of room for improvement. Your suggestions are invited.
The most important issue is the
statewide referendum on the university's
bond issue request. The most important
element of the Orono request is additions to two buildings—to Jenness Hall
for improved facilities for pulp-andpaper research and instruction, and to
Hitchner Hall for improved .biological
research and instruction facilities. I hope
you will support our request and convey
its importance to your friends and
relatives. As students, particularly, you
know that an investment in education is
or
the best investment a person, family,
state can make.

There are many other items I would
like to discuss with you. I don't want to
be isolated in Alumni Hall. I see you on
campus, in the dining hall, and at my
Another of our major goals is to pro- house. But please feel that your ideas
vide significant public service to the state and suggestions and, yes, criticism) are
of Maine, which supports all of us. The welcome. Our overall goal is to make this
record of student, as well as faculty, con- a good, yes, outstanding, place to live,
tributions is most impressive. I know you work, study, and contribute to the state
will continue and expand them during of Maine. Best of luck to you for the
the coming year. As I indicated on my coming year!
SEE button, we are here to serve with exArthur M. Johnson
cellence and efficiency.
President

the paper last night: You
To the wonderful lady who called me at
hang up this time—if
got a problem? Let's talk about it. Don't
be a little more careful
you've got something to say, say it. Only
and our incoming calls
this time. Telephone threats are a crime,
security problems.
are taped and traced because of these
Mike Harman, Editor
The Daily Maine Campus

Situation well handled
To the editor:
I am writing in reference to the article, "Parking Rules Cause Problemstor
Students," which appeared on page 3
of the September 20 issue of The Maine
Campus.
Articles on the parking situation on
campus which have appeared in The
Maine Campus since construction began
on the new concert hall continue to
make it appear that this new facility has
reduced the number of parking spaces
on campus. A careful review of the facts
will show that is not true.
Anticipating that construction on the
nesv Hall would begin in the fall of 1982,
the parking lot behind Hauck
Auditorium was expanded during July
and August of 1982 to more than compensate for the anticipated loss of space.
Unfortunately, construction did not
begin until the summer of 1983 allowing all of us to enjoy one year of the new
lot while still using the old. Because we

failed to make it clear that the new lot
was intended as a replacement of the
hall
space to be lost to the new concert
most people still have not associated the
two actions.
The Facilities Management Office
should be commended for its foresight
in anticipating the loss of parking space
to the new Hall. I urge that future stories
in The Maine Campus on parking report
this fact.
Thomas Aceto
Vice President for
Student and Administrative Affairs
P.S.
One observation on parking is that if
people would be willing to walk a few
hundred yards there is more then adequate parking available on campus, particularly in the Steam Plant Parking Lot.
That lot always has a considerable
number of unfilled parking spaces.

Ken King

Commentary

Trust in God and God alone
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good
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Sports

Field
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer

Football team looks to break YC losing streak
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The UMO football team will try to
break a seven-game Yankee Conference
losing streak when it plays Boston
University at 6 p.m. Saturday here.
The Bears have lost two conference
games this season to the Universities of
New Hampshire and Rhode Island. and
lost all five last year. The last conference
win was UNEL 31-14, in 1982.
Last season BU beat Maine 28-14 in
Orono, while going 4-1 and winning the
Yankee Conference title.
Overall the Terriers went 9-4 and advanced to the second round of the
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs. They
beat Eastern Kentucky University 24-29
before losing to-eventual runner-up Fur-man University 35-16.
Maine lost to Rhode Island 27-0 last
week and is 0-3 overall and 0-2 in the
Yankee Conference. BU came from
behind to beat NC. Hampshire 21-20
and is 3-0 overall and 1-0 in the
conference.
BC head coach Rick Taylor said the
Terriers are coming off an emotional
win, but are taking the Maine game as
serious as the UNH game.
"As to whether it's (the UNH win)going to have an adverse affect, I hope
not," Taylor said. "Anytime you play
an emotional game you've got to come

ST. JAMES
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Sunday FurInYnt 10am

Seniors'

Cro
in Saturday's action
Bob Wilder throws a pass as c %main Gary Hufnagle waits for a block
(McMahon photot
back and play another emotional game.
Every Yankee Conference game counts
the same—as one.
The Terriers are led by senior tailback
Paul Lewis who has gained 251 yards on
66 carries and scored three touchdowns.
Lewis was named to The Associated
Press Division and Kodak/Coaches
Division I-AA All-America teams in
1983. He holds nine school records, including most rushing yards in a season
with 1,603 which he set last year.

Do You Need
Financial Aid?
Scholarships, grants and
loans are available Don't miss
out on aid that could save you
thousands of dollars on your
education. Free details, no
obligation: Services S01 5120
Ed Montpetit, Ste 9. Montreal,
Quebec. Canada H3W 1R2

The UMO field
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save* with six go:

At fullback the Terriers alternate between Rodney Graham and George
Wilcox. Graham has gained 120 yards
rushing on 17 carries, while Wilcox has
run the ball 20 times for 108 yards.
Lewis and Graham lead the team in
scoring with three touchdowns each.
Sophomore Pat Ntancini will start at
quarterback.

Yianni's
Pizza I Pub
University Mail, Orono
827-5421

Chemical Free Specials
For those of you under 20
Tuesday evenings are for you!

Ask about our:
Virgin Pina Colada
Virgin Bloody Mary
Virgin Strawberry Dacquari
And much more!

Mancini, like Maine quarterback Bob
Wilder, didn't play in a game last season
and was redshined. He has three years
of eligibility after this year.
Mancini has completed 25 passes in 65
attempts (38 percent) and 371 yards. He
has thrown two touchdown passes and
three interceptions.
Taylor said Mancini has done
everything the Terrier coaches have asked him to do, while adapting to each
game
Against Morgan State Mancini ran a
ball-control offense as BU rushed for
421 yards. Against UNH the Terriers
opened the game up and Mancini threw
the ball -31 times. completing 14 passes.
His receivers dropped four passes.
BU's leading receivers are flanker Bill
Brooks and split end Dennis Gadbois.
Brooks has caught nine passes for 205
yards (22.8 yards per catch) add one
touchdown. Gadbois also has nine catches, but for 113 yards and a 12.6 yardsper-catch average.

ghelps

People
Power

prevent
birth
defects

Support

Mardi of Dimes

Defensively the Terriers play a 44
alignment (four linemen, four
linebackers) and three defensive backs.
BU returns nine starters from a unit
ranked first in the conference in fewest
points allowed per game (15.2) last
season.

by Chuck Mor
Staff Writer
The men's and
country squads
meet of the seas
against the UM,*
women's race goe
the men start a I
Coach Jim Ba
be his harriers to

This season BU has given up 30 points
in its three games.
Maine head coach Ron Rogerson called BU an "exceptional football team.
"Not only do they have talent, but
they expect to win," Rogerson said.
"New Hampshire pushed them around
in the first half and they came out and
won. I broke the Grambling film down
and they just threw' BU around the film,
but they found a way to win."
BC beat Grambling State University
16-9 in its season opener.
Rogerson said one problem Maine has
is it continues to face teams with AllAmerican candidates.
"Each week we've been facing people
who are (Division) I-AA All-American
candidates," Rogerson said. "By the
time the season ends these people will
receive consideration for allconference,
all-East and maybe AllAmerican."
Andre Garron ran for 215 yards
'against Maine in its season opener. Richmond tailback Eric Grooms gained 253
yards in total offense in the Spiders 30-13
win and Rhode Island quarterback Tom
Ehrhardt passed for 273 yards in three
quarters of play Saturday. All three
should receive consideration for
postseason honors.
Offensively Maine is led by fullback
Gary Hufnagle who has gained 225
yards on 44 carries and scored two
touchdowns. Quarterback Bob Wilder
will make his first start of the season
after playing part of the New Hampshire
and Rhode Island games. He has completed 10 passes in 36 attempts for 117
yards.
Defensively linebackers Jamie Keefe
and Mark Coutts lead the Bears with 20
and 16 tackles;- respectively.
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Field hockey team evens record with 3-0 win
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer

:reak

The UMO field hockey team evened
its record to 2-2 Wednesday after a 3-0
shutout over the .University of
Maine, Presque Isle.
•We had a lot more chances to
score," Maine Coach Jeri Waterhouse
said, but the game was a lot more relaxed" considering they are a Division Ill
school.
Freshman Sue Hannigan was in the
goal again for her second college start
in as many games. Starting goalie Tina
Ouellette was still on "hold' from a

Statistically, Wednesday's game was
lopsided in Maine's favor. UMPI had
two penalty corners to Maine's 19, while
Maine also had 21 shots on goal.
Maine's first goal came 20:24 into the
first half when Connie Dumais scored
on a Wendy Nadeau assist.
In the second half, Nadeau scored the
second goal on an assist from Julie
Nelson; then Nadeau recorded her se-

Maine assistant coach Rindy Fogler
said, "It was the best game she's seen
UMPI play in a long time — usually they
play pretty rough."
Maine left Thursday afternoon, after
an hour-long practice, for the Holy
Cross Tournament. Maine will play Holy
Cross en Friday and either the University of Vermont or LaSalle College on
Saturday. Maine took second place in
the tournament last year by beating Vermont and losing to Fairfield University
in the final.
Injury wise, Ouellette has been given
Angeles before the 1982 season after
the go-ahead to play, but Dumais may
winning an antitrust suit that struck
be seeing limited playing time due to shin
down a league rule requiring approval of
splints.
three-quarters of the owners to move a
When Dumais is out either Michelle
team.
Fowler or Brenda Baird will be taken out
of their halfback position and moved up .
The NFL is appealing the antitrust
to center forward.
case to the U.S. Supreme Court. The
Waterhouse said, "Since they are three
league also has asked a federal appeals
different types of forwards, putting them
court to overturn a $49 million damage
in different positions is a good change
award to the Raiders and the Los
to throw off the opponent."
Coliseum
Memorial
An eles

cond assist on the day as Nelson tapped
in the third goal.
Nadeau is a sophomore transfer from
UMPI. Her former teammate is UMP1's
goalie Karen Hersey.
Waterhouse said the UMPI game gave
her a chance to try out some players who
haven't gotten much playing time. "I was
able to substitute freely at halftime and
give everyone a chance to play "

Raiders to stay in L.A.

SAN FRANCISCO(AP) — The state
•upreme Court refused Thursday to
en the Los Angeles Raiders returned
o Oakland for the remainder of the Napulled muscle.
ional Football League season.
Waterhouse said, "She has the desire
The court refused a hearing on the city
to work hard and shows good judgment
f Oakland's request for an adjunction
in the cage."
rdering the Raiders moved back north
Against UMPI, Hannigan turned
.
acquire the team
away nine shots on goal, and currently while the city tries to
domain.
has 95 percent saves with 20 shots and one by eminent
The Raiders, last season's Super Bowl
goal scored. Ouellette has 83 percent
hampions, moved from Oakland to Los
savet with six goals scored on 30 saves.

Seniors' last home meet

Cross country squads race Vermont Saturday

's Wks.
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by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The men's and women's varsity cross
country squads have their last home
meet of the season Saturday and it is
against the University of Vermont. The
women's race goes off at 11:00 a.m, and
the men start a half hour later.
Coach Jim Ballinger said UVNI will
be his harriers toughest test of the season

so far. The women lost the dual meet last
season at Burlington when some of Ballinger's athletes did not run because of
injuries. The men, meanwhile, took eight
of the top ten places in 1983, but Ballinger was cautious of that fact.
"We don't have the same (men's)team
as last year while they haven't lost
anyone" Ballinger said.
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will be looking to turn the tables around
Of the seven men who ran at UVM
from last year's five point loss.
last year only three have returned this
"We lost the meet by five points last
season for the Black Bears while the
year because they displaeqi us. They had
Catamounts have their entire team back
front of ours," Perkins
including the individual winner Pete one runner in
said, "But this year...it's gonna be a
Boonstra. Boonstra also won the Eastern
but we have the depth;
again,
tough meet
Cross Country Championship meet at
the top runners to pull it off."
Bryant College last season and he made
"We've had some good workouts this
the 1984 Olympic Cross Country Skiing
week," Perkins said, "hopefully they,
Team.
will pay off,"
Still the men's team should do well,
The Black Bear seniors who will be
member Mike Leighton said.
running their last home race are: on the
"I think we'll do well because we've
women's team, co-captain Ann England
been having good practices together as
and Heidi Flewelling; on the men's team,
a team," Leighton said. "We've had
Rand, Leighton, Dawson, Roy Morris,
two good meets in a row. They've been
Steve Dunlap, Dan Dearing and Ken
good for us. We have confidence."
LtTourneau.
The men won 20-41 last weekend over
the University of New Brunswick and
1647 a week earlier over Bowdoin ColPermanent
lege. Gary Dawson, the teams No.6 runhan
ner from last week, said, that the Bears
removal'
have to run together as a team for hopes
of a victory.
Only 'mil"It is very important that we run
ek-ctrolv,
together as a team which means we have
"
together.
to take the pace put
Dawson said.
Its the ofok, method that s
He said this was important because
physician approved
"We only have nine guys running and
Cali tilde,
Vermont is a good team...They'll be in
Iry a her
shape."
men's
his
of
"SttrirdInmckrBallinger is saving the rest
squad for a dual meet against Maine
Glapivkflitugsk•
Maritime Academy Tuesday at Orono.
••••••••1ilkieliiely. stoosolilis/t
The Black Bear women will also have
42.0781
a tough contest Saturday. Co-captain
Tamara Perkins said Maine, however,
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